As the prevalence rate of dementia in the elderly increases, to facilitate the early detection and management of dementia, it is important to detect cognitive impairment early by using simple and appropriate tools and to identify and manage related factors. Among oral diseases, it is associated with dementia and periodontal disease and is caused by biofilm (1) . Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the cognitive abilities, socio-demographic characteristics, and various oral health-related indices in the elderly population vulnerable to dementia, to understand the influence of cognitive abilities on oral health, and to utilize this information it for health promotion among the elderly. This study was approved by the IRB of Gachon University (1044396-201704-HR-077-01). Subjects were 394 elderly people from May 9 to Jun 23, 2017. The researcher asked the subject directly to the questionnaire and wrote it when the subject answered. The questionnaire consisted of socio-demographic characteristics, cognitive status, and subjective oral status. Cognitive status was assessed using the translated version (2) of the Mini-Mental State Examination. Oral examinations were performed to confirm the dental plaque index and the numbers of remaining and decayed teeth of the subjects. The collected data were analyzed using SPSS WIN 19.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA). The Chi-square test and a binary logistic regression analysis was conducted to examine the data. Table 1 presents that dementia screening scores is a significant difference in gender, age, educational level, and residence status. In oral health status, there is a significant difference with remaining tooth, dental plaque index, halitosis selfawareness, and food impaction. The results of the binary logistic regression analysis with cognitive function as the dependent variable have been shown in Table 2 . The results of the binary logistic regression analysis with cognitive function as the dependent variable have been shown in Table 2 . Group aged ≥ 80 yr was 3.177 times more likely to have cognitive impairment as compared to the < 80 yr group. The educated group was 89% less likely to have cognitive impairment than the uneducated group, and the probability of occurrence of cognitive impairment for those who lived with their family was 46.7% lower than that for those who lived alone. Age and education have increased the risk of cognitive impairment (3) . In relation to residence status, the emotional and cognitive functions of the elderly living alone may not be adequately stimulated. Regression analysis showed that the cognitive impairment rates were 68% lower in the self-awareness halitosis group, this result is thought that person with low cognitive ability does not aware of halitosis. Because the dental plaque is removed only by physical methods such as brushing, dental plaque management is likely to be insufficient as the level of cognitive impairment increases. In this study, cognitive impairment was 2.304 times more likely to occur in those with a dental plaque index of >50% as compared to that in those with an index of ≤50%. The lower the cognitive abilities were, the lower was the ability to maintain oral hygiene, and therefore, the higher was the risk of periodontal disease (4). We could confirm the relationship between dementia and oral health status. The providing of good oral health program to the elderly is beyond simply managing the oral health, therefore, the dementiarelated program provided to the elderly should include the oral health program.
